Interest Webinar:
IiH Innovator Network Application 2019 Cohort
July 17, 2018

Poll for the audience
What continent are you calling in from?
•
•
•
•
•

North or South America
Australia
Africa
Asia
Europe
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Webinar Goals
 Get to know the Innovations in Healthcare Network
 Learn about the resources, support and activities
available to you via our Network
 Understand the 2019 Innovator application process
and application questions
 Provide an opportunity for you to ask questions and
offer feedback
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Poll for the audience
How did you learn about today’s webinar?
•
•
•
•
•

Social Media (Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, Other)
Email outreach from IiH member
Referred by partners / funder
Referred by current IiH Innovator
Other
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Who is Innovations in Healthcare?
 Vision: to scale healthcare innovations worldwide.
 Mission: to source, strengthen, study, and scale
promising innovations, and thereby increase access to
quality, affordable healthcare worldwide.
 Network of 82 Innovators operating in over 70
countries. Free for Innovators to join via an annual
application and selection process.
 Founded by Duke Health, McKinsey & Company, and
the World Economic Forum and hosted at Duke.
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Innovations in Healthcare Supporters

66
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Sourcing Leading Innovators

82

For 2018:

250+

26
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We have curated a network of 82 organizations that:
 Demonstrate significant improvements in cost, quality, and/or access.
 Can be implemented via a sustainable and scalable business model.
 Address critical health needs.
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We have developed a network of 82 leading healthcare innovators operating in
over 70 countries and serving over 10 million people.

We focus on five segments within the
healthcare industry:
• Technology
• Care Delivery
• Financing
• Workforce Training & Development
• Systems Support
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Strengthening Organizations
We offer programming to support the development and growth of innovative healthcare
organizations, often in collaboration with the Social Entrepreneurship Accelerator at Duke
(SEAD) and the Evidence Lab at the Duke Global Health Institute

OUR INNOVATORS BENEFIT FROM:
BUSINESS SUPPORT
We offer materials, tools,
and workshops designed to
address critical business
needs; We also coordinate
staffing support from
student interns and
corporate partners; We also
promote Innovator
achievements, speaking
engagements and
employment opportunities

NETWORKING &
LEARNING

ACCESS TO
FINANCING

We leverage our network
and brand to connect
entrepreneurs to one
another and to potential
strategic partners via
working groups, virtual and
in-person networking
events, and targeted
connections.

We help innovators refine
their business models and
financing needs and
connects them to funders
and investors; We send
grant opportunities and
connecting w/peers who’ve
won these grants before.
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Innovators in Our Network Share their Experiences
From the beginning, IIH has gotten to
know our team personally and provided
unparalleled opportunities to learn from
and share best practices with other
innovators.
- IiH Innovator
92% Innovators
reporting revenue
growth

42% Innovators
expanding to new
countries

Top Areas of Growth for Innovators
•
•
•

New locations, care delivery sites or distributors
New products or services
New patients or end-users

75%
72%
70%

Like our own company takes great care
and time to understand the unique needs
of the women we serve in low-resource
settings, Innovations in Healthcare (IIH) is
incredibly invested in helping its
innovators survive and thrive - and
communicating both the success stories,
tough realities and lessons learned to the
social impact world.
- IiH Innovator
2017 Survey Data- 40 Respondents
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Studying Innovation
We create and disseminate knowledge, through white papers, case studies, and other
resources, that offer actionable insights to effectively scale healthcare innovation globally.

Studies to uncover emerging
innovations and ecosystem
factors in specific regions and
markets

Characteristics
of Innovative
Models

Market
Landscapes &
Ecosystems

Studies of the aspects of
innovations and adaptation
environments that are most
conducive to translation

Studies of individual or
groups of innovative
organizations and their
defining characteristics

Scaling
Strategies

Adaptation of
Innovative
Models

Studies of the
relationships between
innovative models and
their scaling challenges
and strategies
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Insights & Trends
Some of our recent publications include:
• A working paper on healthcare innovation in
East Africa
• A white paper on innovations in India, Kenya,
and Mexico
• A market landscaping analysis for the Latin
America and Caribbean regions
• Pfizer Foundation Global Health Innovation
Grant: Flexible funding driving social impact
Publications on the horizon:
• A market landscaping analysis focused on
Southeast Asia

IDEA

KNOWLEDGE

ACTION
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Resource Development: Evaluation Toolkits
• Emerged from needs expressed by innovators
• Developed by Duke Global Health Institute Evidence Lab,
working closely with network innovators for development and
field-testing
• 2015-2016
• Process of discussions, M&E system reviews
• 9 IiH Innovators
• 5 located in East Africa, 4 in India

• Evidence-Based
• Resources & References
• All publicly available
•

https://globalhealth.duke.edu/evidence-lab#toolkit
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Facilitating Knowledge Sharing
We regularly host events around the world to bring together our network and others active
in healthcare innovation to spur discussion and sharing of ideas and best practices.
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In the Field and Around the World
We actively scout for, showcase and foster partnership throughout the year. Investing
resources on activities that support, strengthen and expand the network.
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Innovator Spotlight: MicroEnsure
Financing| For-profit| Joined network in 2014
THE NEED
Access to financial services, in particular health insurance, for
individuals at the base of the pyramid is extremely scarce in
developing countries with little health insurance infrastructure.
THE INNOVATION
MicroEnsure leverages existing relationships between
consumers and major brands, such as telecom companies, to
deliver affordable insurance at scale. The organization utilizes
mobile technology, customer insight, and innovative product
design to create viable insurance products.

Source: MicroEnsure

2015-2017 HIGHLIGHTS

•
•

•

MBA student intern
Case study in collaboration with
Strathmore Business School,
highlighting MicroEnsure’s role
in healthcare financing within
the East African context
Opportunity to present case
study at the 2017 East African
Health Federation

THE PARTNERSHIP
“Partnering with Innovations in
Healthcare [has provided us with]
insights from global innovators,
regular unprompted support (no
one does this!), links to real experts
to solve real problems, partners and
project-related donors, and interns
who are actually (really) useful.”

Peter Gross, Director, MicroEnsure Labs

Operating Countries| Bangladesh, Ghana, Grenada, India, Jamaica, Kenya, Malawi, Malaysia,
Mozambique, Pakistan, Philippines, Rwanda, St. Lucia, Tanzania, Zambia
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Innovator Spotlight: Clínicas del Azúcar
Care delivery | For-profit| Joined network in 2013
THE NEED
Type 2 diabetes is the leading cause of death in Mexico.
However, diabetes care in Mexico is expensive, inconvenient,
and inaccessible to 90% of the population.

GROWTH HIGHLIGHTS

THE INNOVATION
A one-stop, fixed-cost shop providing easy access to an array of
services for patients with diabetes. Patients receive care at
successive diabetes “stations,” where the provider deploys
evidence-based care algorithms that assess the patient’s
readiness to change and disease experience, modifying the
message at subsequent stations based on patient response.

2013

2017

1 clinic (1 state)

11 clinics (2 states)

800 memberships /year

10,000+ memberships

$4.5 mil MXN sales

~$70 mil MXN sales

NETWORK ENGAGEMENT
• Member of the Diabetes Working Group
• 2016 -2017 Global Health Innovation Grants
recipient
• Partnerships with the Pfizer Foundation, Linked
Foundation, Global Partnerships, World
Economic Forum, Inter-American Development
Bank, Swiss Agency for Development and
Cooperation
“Innovations in Healthcare is a great partner! They
are always providing constructive feedback and
helping us improve our model. We are able to
compare and learn from the best innovators in
healthcare, gain exposure to key industry players,
and learn best business practices from other
Miguel Garza, CFO, Clínicas de Azúcar
regions.”

Operating Country| Mexico
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Innovator Spotlight: ayzh
Product | For-profit | Joined network in 2015
THE NEED
Globally, approximately one million mothers and
newborns die each year from infections linked to
unhygienic birthing practices. Mothers and newborns are
often at risk because low-cost tools and supplies for safe
birthing do not exist in resource-poor settings.
THE INNOVATION
ayzh, pronounced “eyes,” developed its core product
janma, a $3 clean birthing kit, which contains essential
tools recommended by WHO that ensure safe and sterile
conditions at the time of childbirth – at half the cost of key
competitors. ayzh, primarily owned and operated by
underemployed women, also provides training and
education to healthcare workers through a mobile training
program to assure proper implementation of birth kits.

GROWTH HIGHLIGHTS
2015

2017

50,00 kits sold

300,000 kits sold

1 product (janma)

Suite of 6 products, including
new products for newborns and
younger women

NETWORK ENGAGEMENT
• 2016 and 2017 Global Health Innovation Grants
recipient; featured in high-profile publication
showcasing the grant project
• Connected to M&E support through the
Evidence Lab and in-person workshops in India
• Received direct connections in new expansion
markets, supporting the company’s current
launch in East Africa
$3 clean birth kit
300,000 kits sold
6,000 women trained
600,000 lives impacted
20 countries reached

Operating Countries |Afghanistan, Haiti, Honduras, India, Laos, multiple countries in Africa, USA
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Innovator Application Process and
Application Questions
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Application Timeline
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

TODAY: July 17th – Interest Webinar
July 25th – Initial Round application opens
August 15th- Initial Round applicant Q&A Webinar
August 31st at Midnight- Initial Round application closes
September 28th – Final Round notifications and invitations sent
October 1st – Final Round application opens
October 10th – Final Round applicant Q&A Webinar
October 15th at Midnight- Final Round application closes
December 12th – New Cohort invitations sent
January 8th – New Cohort publically announced
January 15th – Onboarding and orientation
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Framework

Selection Criteria Framework: 2018
Innovative
Approach

Looking for models that address critical health needs and that have
evidence of their improvements in cost, quality, access, and/or
outcome to health services

Ready to Scale

Organizations that are past a Blueprint, Pilot or Validation stages
and are poised and prepared to expand

Sustainable
Approach

Looking for sustainable business models or organizations moving
towards financially sustainable and socially impactful regardless of
legal formation

Balance of Models

(1) Care delivery, (2) Health Technology, (3) Healthcare Financing,
(4) Workforce Development, (5) Logistics and Support, (6) Mental
Health, Locally-based Teams, Women-led organizations

Health Focus Areas

Looking for unique models that address a health focus area (NCDs,
population health, cancer, etc.) in a way that does not exist in our
current portfolio
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2018 Application Components: Round 1
1. Application Information
2. Organization Information
1.
2.
3.

Geographic Presence
Legal Status or Structure
Health Sector Focus

3. Problem and Solution
1.
2.
3.

Problem / Opportunity
Solution / Innovation
Stage of Development and Business
Model

5. Market and Short-Term Goals
1.
2.

Market
Sort-Term Goals

6. Team, Advisors, and References
1.

Management Team

7. Impact, Metrics and Milestones
8. Recognition and Other
Information
1.

Other Information

4. Financing Information
1.
2.
3.

Latest Financial Results
Funding Sources: Historical
Funding Sources: Future
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2018 Application Portal: Account Creation
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2018 Application Portal: Create a Profile
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2018 Application Portal: Start the Application
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2018 Application Portal: Opening the Question Form
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2018 Application Portal: Questions Form
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2018 Application Portal: Saving before Submitting
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2018 Application Portal: Submitting your Finished App
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2018 Application Portal: Changes to your Profile
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Application Timeline
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

TODAY: July 17th – Interest Webinar
July 25th – Initial Round application opens
August 15th- Initial Round applicant Q&A Webinar
August 31st at Midnight- Initial Round application closes
September 28th – Final Round notifications and invitations sent
October 1st – Final Round application opens
October 10th – Final Round applicant Q&A Webinar
October 15th at Midnight- Final Round application closes
December 12th – New Cohort invitations sent
January 8th – New Cohort publically announced
January 15th – Onboarding and orientation
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2019 Cohort Programming
January 15, 2019: Cohort Orientation
February 2019:

Innovator Needs Assessment and Work Plans

April 2019:

Annual Forum in Washington D.C.

Year-1 (2019):

High-touch Support based on Work Plans; Monthly Check-in Calls

Year-2 (2020):

Medium-touch Support based on New Work Plans and Innovator
needs; Quarterly Check-in Calls

Year-3+ (2021+): Support based on Innovator needs
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Webinar Goals
 Get to know the Innovations in Healthcare Network
 Learn about the resources, support and activities
available to you via our Network
 Understand the 2019 Innovator application process
and application questions
 Provide an opportunity for you to ask questions and
offer feedback
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Contact Information and Questions
Organization Website
www.innovationsinhealthcare.org

Invite and Refer an Innovator to Apply
https://webportalapp.com/webform/referralsiih-2018
Innovator Application Opens July 25th to Everyone
Application Questions (FAQs) at bottom of
“apply-to-be-an-innovator” application webpage
or
jose.magana@duke.edu or Kathleen.Axelrod@duke.edu
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